tion in Boston was the music. Over 100 LaRouche youth activists, trained in the Classical bel canto method of singing, brought the musical offerings of J.S. Bach, Beethoven, and the great African-American Spirituals to Convention-goers—on the trolleys and buses, in the public squares, and at the front door of the FleetCenter, where formal Convention proceedings took place nightly.

Candidate LaRouche had told his LYM activists prior to the Boston Convention, that the most effective way to intervene to change the direction of the Party, was to create a counterpoint to the rubbish that had been planned for the FleetCenter. Music was one key feature of that effort, along with the saturation of the city with LaRouche literature, particularly the fighting Platform.

Unique Role

Presidential candidate Kerry, as LaRouche told his audience on July 30, “did a fairly excellent job” in the first part of his acceptance speech, and the commitment Kerry made to the American people was “something you can work with.”

But LaRouche also warned that Kerry and his team are not yet prepared to deal with the gravest problems facing America and the world, particularly the onrushing global financial collapse.

LaRouche further elaborated on his campaign strategy for November. “What we’re going to do also, is, we are going to build an impetus among the people we’re organizing, to turn out the vote, some of whom are already committed to vote, especially among leaders of existing Democratic Party constituencies, who

Webcast: Either Restore FDR Ideas, or Face Fascism

A
ter an extensive discussion of the battle of Franklin D. Roosevelt against the international fascist forces who sought world power in the 1930’s and ’40’s, Democratic Presidential pre-candidate Lyndon LaRouche, during the course of his July 15 webcast in Washington, D.C., sharply characterized the current situation going into the Democratic National Convention:

The financial system is bankrupt everywhere on the planet, and the powerful financial forces who created Hitler, are at it again. They are out to collapse the system, and create a new fascist world empire. Dick Cheney is one of their tools—and that pig has to be put in the pen.

That’s where we are. We are not facing the issue of nominating a Presidential candidate, but the question of who is going to own the person who is nominat-

‘LaRouche Doctrine’ Key Support Grows For Iraq Solution

‘There is going to be no solution for the crisis in Southwest Asia, unless we can adopt it as my doctrine, by name,’” Democratic Presidential pre-candidate Lyndon LaRouche said in his opening remarks to a Washington, D.C. international webcast April 30. “Because nobody else has the credibility to do what has to be done—that is, no candidate, no other spokesman for the United States—has the credibility to make that proffer, and no one can be trusted to carry it through.”

In little more than two weeks from when LaRouche issued his LaRouche Doctrine calling for stabilization of Southwest Asia through involvement of key nations of the region in a process economic integration and development, there was already impressive support coming from leading figures in the Arab world. This is led by two prominent Iraqis.

On April 28, Dr. Ahmed Al-Kubaisi, a leading Sunni religious figure and...
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ed. Will it be the people and their long-term interests, or will it be this bunch of Nazis in fact?

From there, LaRouche went on to demonstrate how the economic and financial system is bankrupt, and the U.S. has been destroyed, with the take-down of jobs, the steel industry, hospitals, and railroads. As a result, the U.S. is now a nation of bread and circuses, with the major “product” being entertainment, bigger and more degraded with each passing day.

When the Democratic Party tells people to go with the “system,” it is this arrangement they are demanding you pledge allegiance to, said LaRouche. They’re demanding you ignore the reality of genocide, unemployment, war, and simply save the “system” of a new Roman Empire.

Stopping Fascism

LaRouche was addressing an audience of approximately 220 people, composed of members of his youth movement, diplomats, and Democratic Party leaders. In his webcast invitation, LaRouche had set the theme as “the new threat of fascism today,” and argued that the removal of Cheney, while an indispensable objective, was simply the prelude to the larger, more substantial task of getting Americans to join him in endorsing an FDR-style approach to rebuilding the world economy.

The fact that the event coincided with funeral services for his longtime associate Mark Burdman, led LaRouche to begin his remarks with a discussion of Burdman’s form of immortality, as a concretization of what he would be talking about more generally. By engaging policymakers internationally in a dialogue about LaRouche’s assessments—talking to individuals who might or might not agree with those assessments—Burdman not only significantly aided LaRouche’s efforts, but participated in making history himself, LaRouche said. Burdman’s quality of immortality was defined by the fact that he was a person of ideas.

Terror Threat
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If you expose it, you isolate it. You neutralize it. You will find this kind of operation depends upon fools. You recruit fools to put their lives on the line for the dirty work which a handful are leading.

Blas Piñar Connection

“And the direction of this is coming out of Spain, out of fascist Spain, because the fascist organization still exists there, under leadership of people, Fernando’s close associate Blas Piñar, who was the head of Nazi-like organizations in Spain, in France and in Italy today. He’s a key leader of it. Therefore, if we expose the stuff, and move to isolate the

LaRouche Doctrine
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chairman of the United Iraqi Patriotic Movement, which includes Iraqis of all religious persuasions, issued a statement of support. And, on May 3, the chairman of the Executive Board of the Iraq Information and Research Center, Dr. Mostafa Ali Al-Bazergan, issued a statement on behalf of his entire executive board, in support of the LaRouche Doctrine, “and the aspects presented therein that ensure the interests of the Iraqi people and the ending of the American occupation of Iraq in a way which protects the interests of both sides and establishes balanced, mutual relations based on the principle of dialogue and understanding.”

Egyptian Dr. Mohammed Selim of the Cairo University also publicly endorsed LaRouche’s proposal.

On April 30 and May 3, the London-based Arabic daily Al-Arab International published LaRouche’s full document with banner headlines outlining the LaRouche solution as the means of “achieving and enhancing peace.”

Meanwhile, the Doctrine also received prominent publicity in Italy, where one newspaper, Il Campanile, published it in full, and the parliamentary news service Agenparl publicized both the Doctrine, and the call by LaRouche’s representative in Italy, Paolo Raimondi, for individuals to rally around LaRouche’s solution.

While LaRouche puts forward a clear course of action for getting out of Iraq, the crisis for the U.S. occupation force in that nation has only worsened. A lasting solution will require a change in Washington, with the embrace of the LaRouche Doctrine, and the dumping of the Dick Cheney-led neo-cons who instigated the war.

‘Forgotten Man’
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are still viable. To give them a picture of what the reality is that we have to deal with; and to build a programmatic base within the combination bringing Kerry to victory in the election. A base which then becomes the basis for a new orientation of the United States, adequate to the crisis we’re going to get into.”

Within days of the Convention’s close, LaRouche Youth activists were already back in Boston, and fanning out to the formerly industrial Midwest and the Deep South, to provide the winning margin in a dozen “swing states,” and rapidly expand the legions of LaRouche Youth, who truly hold the key to the Party and the nation’s future.